In a special session last night, Central Council accepted LAAC's Proposed Changes in University Residence Policies by a vote of 24-0-2. The passage of this bill called for abolition of Curfew Hours, discontinuance of the Mandatory Sign-Out procedure, determination of Open House policy by the individual Hall or Hall governments, and Closed Doors.

At this time, freshmen women still have curfew hours; next semester they will face, if this policy does not become effective, curfews at midnight. Even though the Mandatory Sign-Out Policy would be abolished, an optional system could be subscribed to by any woman.

Determination of Open House Policy by the individual Hall would allow for a 24 hour open house policy, but Visitation Policy could enclose any lesser time span.

The passage of this bill through both Central Council and LAAC is the culmination of the efforts of Central Council and LAAC member, Jay Silverman, and LAAC's hard working Committee on Residence Reforms. Their rationale for these proposed Residence changes, which appears as a special ASP supplement, draws upon several sources and most significantly from the University publication "Student Guidelines." Other sources include the Central Council sanctioned LAAC Policy on Responsibility, and MYSKUANIA's recommendation for abolition of freshmen women's curfew.

On Wednesday of this week, 250 students assembled in Lecture Room 3 to view the weekly meeting of LAAC where this bill passed 25-0-1. At this same LAAC meeting, the "Walden Experiment," a two week proposal by Waterbury and Alden to operate Open House by the definition "A door is open if it is not locked" was defeated.

The main reason voiced at the LAAC meeting for the Walden defeat was the underlying fear that its passage might in some way inhibit action in the faculty and administrative circles on its "Proposed changes" listed above.

The current proposed policy changes were felt to be more comprehensive and that more extensive than the "Walden Experiment." A majority of LAAC representatives felt that such a policy would slow action on the more important "Proposed Changes" or, perhaps even limit future changes to only the changes proposed in "Walden Experiment."

The basis for these residence reforms is each student's personal responsibility. Personal responsibility will be the key to a sufficient security system and personal responsibility will be the key to the student conduct behind a closed door so that one student does not infringe upon the rights of others.

Student government leaders are hoping that the ASP Supplement will inform students not only of the new freedoms that a reformed residence policy can allow, but also the responsibility that it will demand of them personally.

Biafran Grad Student Speaks Out On War

"Biafra will never give up until everyone is killed; we would not have gotten into this war had there been another alternative," stated O.B. Okon, a Biafran graduate student at the University. He went on to say that Biafra will never become part of Nigeria because that would mean death at the hands of the Northern Nigerians. The background of the present crisis in Nigeria was discussed in depth at the meeting of the Student Faculty Committee to Keep Biafra Alive November 12. Okun held that before independence, Nigeria was superficially kept together under the barrel of British guns. In reality, the jealousy of the Moslem, undisciplined North for the Christian, capitalistic East was festering. There had been massacres of truncators living in the North since 1948. Finally, after numerous compromises, the Easterners saw no other way out than the creation of an independent Biafra, Nigeria.

Okun later asserted that after the fall of Biafra, the United Nations will be pledged that what had happened in Germany would not occur again. Yet, now, over four million people have been killed in Biafra and still the world passively watches, claiming this to be an internal conflict.

The major auctions of the world are dedicated to preserving the status quo, Okun said, as is shown when the "New York Times" reports things that are polarized 180 degrees from the truth.

When asked about what students can do to help the situation, the Biafran students replied that it is imperative to put political pressure on whoever they can. They were leery of contributing to any United Nations organizations, or to the Red Cross, as these groups may aid Nigerian federalism.

In the near future, the Student Faculty Committee to Keep Biafra Alive will launch another drive in the Campus Center. A student fast, in which Food Supply Service will allot out money that would have been used for food, is planned for sometime in December. Additionally, collections will be made at Colonie Shopping Center on weekends.
Outstanding Aid Program At Wisconsin
Madison, Wis.-(L.P.)-The University of Wisconsin program of assistance to disadvantaged undergraduates on this campus has been cited as one of the three "most outstanding" among public institutions of higher education in the United States.

The Madison program of tutorial and financial assistance was described by the magazine, Southern Education Report, as a "significant contribution" to the education of "high risk" students. Projects at the University of California and Southern Illinois University also were among those cited.

Launched in 1966 with 24 students, the program is directed by Ruth Dorle, specialist in the office of the dean of student affairs.

This is not a pilot project, Mrs. Dorle said. "We've not an experimental group; these kids can make it. The big state universities have more of an obligation to help these students—and can do it with less trauma—than the private colleges. This is part of our responsibility."

Touted by honor student volunteers, the 24 were joined last fall by an additional 63 students, all rated in the bottom one percent on the University's "predicted success scale." This group included 31 Negroes, four American Indians, two Puerto Ricans, and four whites.

Size of the program is restricted by "lack of money," the magazine explained, "The University's present intention is to continue enrolling 60 to 65 new students in the program each year. In a five-year program, this will add up to some 300 students."

Demonstration Supports Divinity Draft Resister
Brooks Smith, a Latham student at the University of Chicago Divinity School, will refuse induction into the U.S. Army at the Old Post Office Building, Sunday, Nov. 19.

Refusal of induction, which could earn him six to five years in prison, is the culmination of about a year of resistance activity, which began when he was drafted last December.

He was also involved in the planning for a "resistance worship service" at the University Christian Movement conference in Cleveland last winter.

The Draft Committee of Albany State's Students for a Democratic Society has called for a peaceful support demonstration for Smith in front of the Post Office Building beginning at 8:30 today.

He hopes by refusing induction, to demonstrate his "concern for the democratic and humanist goals of the university, as well as his opposition to "the inequalities of the draft system including the question of conscription's legitimacy."

Production Of Napalm Continued By Dow Co.
MIDLAND, Mich. (CPS)-Dow Chemical Corporation has started to take a moral stand on napalm—they're going to stick with it.

"You can debate the war, you can talk about whether or not we should be there," Dow's president, H. D. Doan said yesterday, "but while our guys are there we feel like giving them the weapons they need, and believe me, they really need this one."

Although Doan feels the Vietnam War has "gotten completely out of hand" and favors an immediate troop withdrawal, he also says that napalm is "a fantastically useful strategic weapon."

"There's only one tactical weapon that can turn back the human wave and that's napalm," he said. This liquid fire bomb is the only way to sweep death into concrete bunkers and heavily protected troop emplacements.

With napalm representing less than one-half of one percent of total Dow sales, the decision to continue making the sticky and deadly gasoline gel could be little more than principle.

Dow is not forced by any governmental pressure to continue making napalm either. Government contracts represent less than five percent of total sales.

According to company recruiters, response of top students to Dow campus interviews has not been affected. "People the snow and 165 demonstrations in the last year."

Doan says the company feels a "right and a responsibility to be in on campus for those students who want to discuss job opportunities, and we have always supported the right of others to debate the issues, to demonstrate peacefully, and I hope we always will."

STUDENTS APPLAUD ENTHUSIASTICALLY as LAAC members formally pass the Residence Reform Bill introduced by Jay Silverman.

Intercollégiate Dialogues Aimed At Current Topics
College students in the Tri-City area are again this year participating in a series of dialogues aimed at bringing them "together on topics of current interest."

These "Intercollégiate Dialogues" are held once a month at various college campuses, where students discuss the issues in small groups.

This month's dialogue will be Sunday, November 17, at 2 p.m. in Roger Bacon Hall at Siena College. The topic will be "Sex on Campus."

Collegiates which take part include RPI, SUNYA, Albany College of Pharmacy, Siena College, College of St. Rose, Mary, Union, St. Anthony's on Hudson, Russell Sage, and the Seminary of Our Lady of Angels.

All the topics are selected by a steering committee made up of representatives of the various colleges involved in the dialogue. Topics are designed to keep participants aware of today's issues and ideas.

Production of Napalm Continued by Dow Co.
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We keep warning you to be careful how you use your best shirts can still get torn to pieces. That's why you'll want to wear our nearly indestructible Hai Karate, you can give you some Hai Karate carton, with ©

FIRST ANNUAL CAMPUS CHEST TELETHON November 22-23 7pm - 7pm How Long Can You Go Without Sleep?

"My best shirts get ripped to shreds when I wear your after shave."
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The Teachers' Draft Counseling Committee recognizes that many of our young men question whether or not they can, as a matter of conscience, serve as soldiers in the Vietnam War, and further, that, under conditions imposed by the draft law, the choice of service, alternate service, non-service represents, for many, a serious choice about life goals, and for others, a far reaching personal crisis. The Committee takes the position, therefore that as teachers and responsible members of the academic community, we must help such young men obtain information on all alternatives and examine their own feelings to the end that they act at a rational and emotionally satisfactory decision about their role, if any, in the Vietnam War.

Chinese Exchange Involves Nanyang

by Amy Gorman

As part of the expansion of the international aspect of Asian studies, SUNY has affiliated itself with Nanyang University, located a few miles from the center of Singapore.

SUNY is currently involved in a cooperative arrangement with Union College for the study of the Chinese language. Professor William Wao of Union is presently teaching at both schools.

All students interested in this program are urged to plan their schedules early. More information and applications are available in the offices of Charles Coleman, Associate Dean of the College of Arts and Science, and John Nicolaopoulos, Coordinator of International Education.

Selected students will start their study period with a cram course in the language. Actual classes will begin in mid-September and will run through August. A long vacation period was set aside for travel.

During the past few months, the Cabinet ministers of the 3-year-old island republic have repeatedly drawn upon Singapore's chances for survival and prosperity. Such extreme concern was taken due to serious economic and security problems raised by Britain's decision to close her vast military installations by 1971, and by the talk of an American withdrawal from Vietnam.

Singapore appears to be a combination of the best of the British and Chinese cultures. The changes that lie in the immediate future seem to reflect her past history. During the last decade, she has evolved from a British colony (1946) to self-governing state (1959) to member of the Federation (1963) to the independent republic (1965).

During the past few years, the republic has greatly expanded its educational and cultural facilities.
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Students want their rights as responsible members of society. These rights and responsibilities were formally cononed and encouraged by the Area Affairs Committee and Central Council Wednesday and Thursday nights.

We believe that these reforms in the regulations governing students are necessary. They will contribute immeasurably to the total educational environment of the University. Flexibility and independence of social regulations will surely create more appreciation of the personal educational experience.

The interesting and enthusiastic interest shown particularly by freshmen and generally by everyone else certainly indicates that involvement is an educational experience worth pursuing. It has also proven that the rules are justified (i.e. student freedom and responsibility).

Now, however, the approved menu must be fax’d to the Student Committee on Residences (a division of Senate Faculty). This committee must either recommend to President Collins that he present the bill for final passage to University Council, or that he not present it to that Council. The ultimate decision as to whether the bill may take effect lies solely with University Council.

We feel that such major decisions concerning the living habits of students should be decided by students themselves.

The Administration has stated, particularly in Student Guidelines, that ultimate responsibility lies with the students. This will not be the case until the final decision of student affairs is the responsibility of the students.

Reforms by the students may justifiably be passed by Central Council and immediately implemented. Central Council, being the most representative student body, should be allowed the power to decide questions and proposals concerning students. It does not have this power in areas concerning residence rules.

Since the bill must now go to Faculty Committee on Residences, we strongly urge that this body recommend the bill in its original form and that President Collins send these proposals to University Council for its final approval.

As editor of the 1969 Torch, I would like to reply to the column "The Greeks" that appeared in the ASP on November 15.

The Editorial Board of the Torch has decided not to include composite pictures of the Greeks and Central Council members after reading the submission of the Greeks. We believe that row after row, page after page of head shots is monotonous and boring.

The Torch will co-operate with the Greeks as much as we can. We arranged a meeting with Pan-Hellenic Council and carefully and fully explained the position contained in this letter. We asked the Greeks to report back to their groups, and we are willing to meet with the Greek presidents if our policy is still unclear. We will try to give the Greeks the best photo possible, allowing them enough time to arrange a date and to decide on an appropriate location.

We plan to put all of the members under their photo, including the names of those absent. We will provide space for photos of Pan-Hellenic Council, IFC, and ISC. We will give coverage to such events as Homecoming, State Fair, Christmas Sing, and AMA games in the student life section at the front of the book.

In turn, we ask for co-operation from the Greeks.

James D. Foltz
P.S., in reply to the advertisement that appeared in the ASP on November 15:

In effect we charge all groups for their photos, whether we ask for a budget from Central Council. If we billed the various organizations separately, the money would still be coming from the same place.

But the Greeks are independent groups affiliated with Student Association; Central Council has no control over them, through granting funds or otherwise. The fraternities and sororities receive no money from the student tax fund. Their members pay student tax because as students they now must pay it. Therefore we assess them $25 per page, which is inexpensive compared with our advertising rates.

To the Editor:

The Greeks and the majority of the University community, I feel I must speak out on the dangerous situation which exists in the Pan-Hellenic and State Quad parking lots. This situation is caused by certain individuals who feel it is their right to park their cars around the campus in unsafe areas. There is certainly no rule or policy that authorizes students to do this.

Owners of small cars account for the majority of this privileged group because their automobiles are too small to park in these unsafe areas. There is certainly no reason for the continuance of this practice because authorities have stopped patrolling the area.

Many students find that they have no place to park because of parking medium-sized cars in these unsafe areas. There is certainly no rule or policy that authorizes students to do this.

The trend now seems to be one of enforcing more and more of these areas which makes it even more difficult to drive around campus. This development, coupled with the curb parking along the sidewalk, has turned campus sidewalks into narrow one-lane passages. Fire apparatus would certainly find it difficult, if not impossible, to get through the parking lot.

Why should certain people be allowed to park closer to the fraternity houses just because they drive small cars? Are the authorities waiting for an accident to occur before they take any action? I doubt this, but let them prove me correct by putting an immediate end to this situation.

Paul M. Jacobs
BACK OFF! By BUTCH McGUERTY

First of all, I apologize to the Swim Club for some inaccuracies that appeared in last week's column. I had, in fact, been misled by a friend.

I got an indication today of why so many people disrespect the police, considering that you can define Security Police by security office. My car died last Friday at 9:10 a.m. as we were heading to the Humanities building, and on Monday at 3:54 p.m. it was ticketed. Did the Security Police get the weekend off?

My entire electrical system had cooked out, so I couldn't even start my car. On Monday, I had some friends over, another car, and I was to go to a service station. Just as we were passing a checkpoint Charlie, one of the "finest" hopped out and in a very bitchy way, told me that my lights weren't on.

Amazed at his perceptiveness, I agreed. He then replied that this couldn't be so. Again I agreed, knowing that it was an electrical impossibility that I had no source of power. I was just as amazed when he said that I didn't explain my motives; my friends and I drove through the line without having someone come to look at it.

The time periods shown have been read by John Sojs and Diane Battaglino

The Greek Echo

We want to devote our space this week to a listing of all the new fraternity pledge members. Have your congratulations, and we are hopeful that they will be an active addition to the Greek community.


Back to the Greek Community.

Pre-registration begins on Monday

Following is the alphabetical schedule by days and times by which students will be permitted to pre-register. No student will be permitted to draw class cards before his stated time, but may do so on the days following.

REGISTRATION TIME SCHEDULE:

Nov 23, am, Hb-Bn; pm, Fr-Gn. Nov 24, am, Gv-Qm; pm, Rv-Sb. Nov 25, am, Fr-Pt; pm, Rv-Sb. Nov 22, am, Dm-Ei; pm, De-Dn. Nov 21, am, Pt-Po; pm, Dm-Dn. Dec 17, am, La-Le; pm, Kj-Kz. Dec 18, am, Pf-Pz; pm, Ot-Pe. Dec 19, am, Ba-Rh; pm, Open.

The following limits: am=9:00-12:00, pm=1:00-4:00 for regular session students. Time schedule for Late registration, and Saturday students only, Monday, December 9-12, 9:00-12:00, each evening in addition to daytime hours. Registration will be open 10:00-1:00. Pre-registration will be conducted on the alphabetical basis published hereafter, and will be held in the U Lounge of the Colonial Quad.

The Right Way by Robert Iseman

We needed a change, and next January we'll get one. Now that the campaign is over, we can sit back and look at what has happened. There are three factors arising from the election that might affect the Nixon administration in the next four years. All three are being built up by some political observers as nearly insurmountable barriers to prevention of the new administration. The first of these problems is, of course, Watergate. Doubting the election itself, a 2/10 of one percent vote in the popular vote can hardly be considered a mandate to govern. But the factor that has to be taken into consideration is the 13.5% of the vote received by George Wallace. Added to Nixon's 36.8%, the result is about 57% of the people voting for a change.

True, a small part of Wallace's support would not have gone to Nixon, but the fact remains that in voting for Wallace they were demanding a change, and the more emphasis is placed on voting for Nixon the more likely it is that many will not vote. The second predicted roadblock for President Nixon is the Democratic controlled Congress. The point here is that party discipline, especially in the party out of power, is almost nonexistent. The Democrats do control Congress, but many of these are conservative Southerners who will probably cross party lines to support Nixon legislation. It should also be remembered that Southerners either chair or control many important committees in Congress. During the next four years, I think we can look for a coalition of Republicans and Southern Democrats to give Nixon a responsive Congress.

Finally, we have the matter of political debts. Who does Mr. Nixon owe? There are some who say he is indebted to Strom Thurmond and others of his persuasion. In my opinion, the choice of Mr. Agnew as the Vice President is a devices that will be concession enough to hold the South for a long time. Indeed, it is the south who should owe Mr. Nixon for giving them a conservative alternative to a man who probably would have been our most expensive president in history (in more ways than one). As so Rocky, Javits, Goodell, Lindsay, etc., did nothing to help in the campaign and obviously cannot expect anything in return. In fact, I'd say Sen.'s Arta and Goodell were the two major reasons why Humphrey carried New York. Nixon owes the liberals nothing, and here is one person who hopes he gives him just that in regard to positions in the new administration.

On second thought, if we need new ambassadors to court Boners, or to uppress minorities, I can think of no better place for these four gentlemen. Surely the taxpayers of this country will be eternally grateful. I see no reason why President Nixon should not take the initiative and provide America with its pathway to legitimacy, to the South, 57% of the votes, politically, the new administration will respond to this mandate and act appropriately.
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Finally, we have the matter of political debts. Who does Mr. Nixon owe? There are some who say he is indebted to Strom Thurmond and others of his persuasion. In my opinion, the choice of Mr. Agnew as the Vice President is a devices that will be concession enough to hold the South for a long time. Indeed, it is the south who should owe Mr. Nixon for giving them a conservative alternative to a man who probably would have been our most expensive president in history (in more ways than one). As so Rocky, Javits, Goodell, Lindsay, etc., did nothing to help in the campaign and obviously cannot expect anything in return. In fact, I’d say Sen.’s Arta and Goodell were the two major reasons why Humphrey carried New York. Nixon owes the liberals nothing, and here is one person who hopes he gives him just that in regard to positions in the new administration.

On second thought, if we need new ambassadors to court Boners, or to uppress minorities, I can think of no better place for these four gentlemen. Surely the taxpayers of this country will be eternally grateful. I see no reason why President Nixon should not take the initiative and provide America with its pathway to legitimacy, to the South, 57% of the votes, politically, the new administration will respond to this mandate and act appropriately.
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OFFER void where prohibited by law
I don’t frequently write about recording artists, in fact I’ve done so only once, but because of the great precision with which they have received Judy Collins’ albums I have decided to devote a column that will normally concern itself only with drama to her artistic talent.

Miss Collins began as a simple folk singer, the sound of Joan Baez, Bob Dylan, and Donovan, whose work will frequently compare her in this article. Her repertoire was dominated by Anglo-American ballads, of varying quality, but all sung with a tone of sincerity, of fairly high pitch, and little dramatic

inference.

This early style of hers was greatly similar to Donovan’s, except that Miss Collins developed obsessively on the typical ballad topics of war, romantic suffering, and family strife, while Donovan kept sounding again and again the themes of unrequited, innocent adoration, marking as romantic love.

This further differed from Dylan, with his stylistic tricks, (which, however, were very successful) and Miss Baez, with her violent dramatic flourishes and her extreme emphasis on guitar best fulfilling the role of emotional revolution.

As it did in the individual cases of the other folk singers, in Miss Collins’ case, the mentioned Miss Collins’ taste changed. Primarily, this change was relicted in a new, almost sudden tendency to sing about modern social problems. Where Dylan and Donovan were concerned, this meant one’s own songs entirely instead of singing other compositions.

For Miss Collins, it is really about mass appeal, a noisier argument over huge auto posters from which ad. people grin blankly.

To extablish a milieu and mood for gawk at the gleaming tactile machines. A noisy argument over huge auto posters from which ad. people grin blankly.

Two New Exhibitions

The Gallery’s first floor. Mr. Remar Bearden will be shown on the season,” ‘”We Bombed in New Haven’”, a virtual psen to modern, youthful rebellion.

The includes in this current movement are “Wildflowers” (by Miss Collins), “In the Garden” (by Joan Baez), “John Wesley Harding” (by Dylan), and “A Gift From the Masters” (by Donovan). “In Concert,” “The Hurdy-Gurdy Man” (by Dylan), collectively, all including a religious overtones, love poetry, and extreme instrumentilization.

We Bombed In New Haven’ Successes on Broadway

Clive Barnes in the New York Times calls “We Bombed in New Haven” a remarkable theatrical debut for Joseph Heller, a writer who is now so well established on the stage and in the movies that he can afford to take risks. His dialogue flows out, natural, real, amusing, absorbing. Here is the writer of “Catch-22” flying high, high on words of his first theatrical production.

Rarely has the Broadway scene seen an audience react as do the crowds seeing “We Bombed in New Haven” with such vitality and force of the play is reflected in the audience’s response. They emotionally respond to the action on stage with laughter, with applause, with even verbal approbation or protest.

What other play, or this any season, has been able to evoke that kind of response from an audience so sympathetic? Mr. Barnes, at least, states “this is a play people should see.”
**Living Theatre Returns From Long European Exile**

After four years of exile, the Living Theatre has returned to New York to create on the stage a mute and terrifying monster. —second production," admits Beck. From Long Europe support them because Beck could not afford to pay his actors Equity rates. The Ford Foundation said if Beck could not finance professionalism, they would not finance Beck. Finally, in October 1963, the Internal Revenue Service entered the theatre and declared that the building was seized. The Becks had not been able to afford income tax.

In 1964, the group went to Europe for four years the Living Theatre, renamed 'le Living,' ran for six days at the Brooklyn Academy of Music earlier this month presents a monster formed of Frenzelo, Norbert Weiner and victims. Our society has created these people who lift the massive limbs of Frankenstein toward the audience. They frighten us; they are thin and muscular, young and hard. They have lost their innocence, and they remind us that we too have lost what we possessed—our innocence and replaced it with a lie. They want to form us in their image, and we, in turn, demand that they rebuild themselves. Frankenstein is not a play. The dramatic confrontation is between the audience and the actors. It is a silent battle and it lives.

**String Trio Lacks Unity; Individuals Impressive**

by Paulo Carnevalle

The concert given by the American String Trio must remain in the shadow of the Philadelphia Wind Quintet, which had appeared here at the University last week. Although the individual players, notably Karen Tuttle and John Goberman, showed precise sensitivity, the group as a whole failed to impress. In some measure of confidentiality not of concluding context.

The setting for the concert was quite appropriately the Art Gallery (which is presenting a fine exhibition). The first two pieces, by Schubert and Martinu went adequately well. The Madrigals for violin and viola were interesting because they combined a lot of dialogue between the instruments with interesting chord combinations and contrasting runs. Miss Tuttle's sensitivity to the polices of the music made her sound as if she was playing a harp instead of a violin at times. By the time the Mozart piece had ended the program was drugging a bit. The group entirely redeemed itself with the Beethoven Trio in D Major. With this selection, they really came to life—they played. It was the gem of the evening. Miss Tuttle, indeed the demur, Goberman, the cellist, stole the show. The trio performed the music with great speed, playing all the instruments and never ceasing to astonish the audience with the beauty of their playing and the precision of their playing.

**TORCH ANSWERS BECAUSE ...**

All eleven areas of participation mentioned in the IFC-1SC ad are covered in the Torch. The independent 80% of the students must strive in these areas to get in the book. Greeks have the same opportunity, plus they get in just for being Greek. The Torch is not trying to change this as the ad suggested. The editorial board only insists upon its right to portray Greeks in the groups they are, not in individual headshots. We suggest that IFC-IFS could find better use for the Greeks hard - earned money than buying an $80 ad to spite us.
Wrestling Squad Announces Schedule For Coming Year

The fourth annual Albany Quadrangle will open the State University at Albany's 1968-69 varsity wrestling season on December 7. Held for the first time in the wrestling room of the physical education building, the tournament will include the same three visiting teams at last year, Hartwick and Dartmouth colleges and the University of Rochester. Dartmouth is the defending champion.

Two teams will be met for the first time in wrestling, New Paltz at home on February 4, and Huguenot away on February 22. In addition, RPI is returning to the schedule after an absence of two years and C.W. Bayard Fenner Will Appear For Sailors

The Albany State sailing Club is having a special meeting on November 19 at 7:30 p.m. in Phythian 109, taped mark McGuerty, the defensive stalwart who later became North American sailing champion.

The upcoming races are requested in regattas and national sailing championships for course pasts and rules, and a well-grounded knowledge of water and wind conditions.

Due to the sailing teams outstanding season of four team wins out of five wills week, there is a possibility that some more boats can be bought. The club is particularly interested in boats which would make a Henry Hudson Regatta, a race from New York to Albany, possible.

Byron Fenner is in compliance with the new national Red Cross policy for water security instructors. All holders of an instructors license must take such a program and satisfactorily complete it to be properly certified.

The program will be conducted in the SUNY pool under the direction of Mr. Brian Kelly and Mrs. Pat Rogers on the following dates:

Dec 4, 6-9 pm. Dec 6, 6-9pm; Dec 11, 6-9pm; Dec 13, 6-9pm.

The purpose of this new program is "to teach water safety instructors the opportunity to learn, to understand, and to be able to adequately teach the swimming and life saving courses safely to the public.

Registration for the course will be limited to fifty instructors, priority being given to SUNY students, faculty, and staff. Interested persons must register by Nov 27, at the Main office of the Physical Education Center.

Boaters End Season With 3-6-1

The State University at Albany varsity soccer team opened and closed well, but a month-long slump in between saddled the booters with a 3-6-1 record for the 1968 season.

The Great Danes won their opening game and two of their first three contests, but went 0-5-1 from mid-September to mid-October, during which time they were outscored 11-4. Coach Bill Schieffelin, in his first year as varsity mentor has a relatively young team and the returnees auger well for 1969.

The two leading scorers will be back, junior Jim Sheer (eight goals) and sophomore Ron Speirs (six goals), as will junior Eric Campbell who contributed 10 assists.

In fact, of the 19 goals and 16 assists recorded by the Danes, only three goals and six assists were by seniors.

The major losses will be co-captains Craig Springtor, center fullback and Harold Toretsky halfback; halfback John Compeau.

Now there's a way for you to know the world around you first-hand. A way to see the things you've read about, and study as you go. The way is a college that uses the Pantheon as a classroom and illustrates Hong Kong's floating societies with an hour's ride on a harbor sampan.

Every year Chapman College's World Camrus Afloat takes two groups of 500 students out of their classrooms and opens up the world for them. And you can be one of the 500. Your new campus is in Southern California, equipped with modern educational facilities and a fine faculty. You'll have a complete curriculum as you go. And earn a fully-accredited degree while at sea.

Chapman College is now accepting enrollments for Spring '69 and Fall '69 semesters. Spring '69 circles the world, from Los Angeles through the Orient, India, South Africa, New York, Fall '69 leaves New York for Europe, the Mediterranean, Africa, South America and ending in Los Angeles.
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 invitational to be held on November 23, in their own gym. The basketball team has been preparing by working on weights and doing running exercises. Official practices will begin after Thanksgiving and the game schedule not until early February. Both teams would appreciate greatly support from the student body, especially at home games.
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